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Date: April 4th, 2023 

Ref: EU-TEC/FCC/ISED certification process for product: 

 
To whom it may concern, 

 
For all versions: 

- Same PCB 
- Different Tunner Specs 
- Same electrical and mechanical features.  

 Weather band only populated on 1.E variant (USA) and Radion only populated on 1.F variant (EU). 
 
* Only the 1.F (EU) hardware has the DAB digital radio populated. This version was considered as most populated version for RED 
certification. 
- For RED certification, partial tests have been performed over 1.E (USA) and 1.G (ROW) hardware to corroborate the behaviour is 
the same as on 1.F (EU) hardware. By this way, test report results for 1.F (EU) product version are valid and representative for the 
rest of hardware versions. 
- 1.E (USA) and 1.G (ROW) and partial test reports were performer for each variant depending on the product features. 
 
* 1.E (USA) hardware has HD radio and water band, which make if the most complex one for FCC certification.  
- For FCC/ISED certification, partial tests have been performed over 1.F (EU) and 1.G (ROW) hardware to corroborate the behaviour 
is the same as on 1.E (USA) hardware, test report results for 1.E (USA) product version are valid and representative for the rest of 
hardware versions 
- 1.F (EU) and 1.G (ROW) and partial test reports were performer for each variant depending on the product features. 
 
According to the geolocation of the product, the features available will be automatically activates or deactivated. 
Over the schematics, the components crossed are populated. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

To: From: 
Regulatory Certification Body 
DEKRA Testing and Certification, S.A.U. Parque Tecnológico 
de 
Andalucía 
C/ Severo Ochoa 2 & 6, 29590,Málaga, España 

Visteon Corporation 
One Village Center Drive, Van Buren Township, MI, USA. 
Postcode/Zip Code: 48111 

Type of equipment: Infotainment Control Unit 

Brand name: Visteon 

Model name: HARLEYIFCU 

Model name: HARLEYIFCU REGION CHANGES 

HW version/HVIN 1.E USA [NA] Audio Hub, Audio Processing, HD digital radio and weather band 

HW version/HVIN 1.F EU Audio Hub, Audio Processing, DAB digital radio and Radion 

HW version/HVIN 1.G ROW Audio Hub and Audio Processing 

SW version v1315 Same for 3 HW versions 

FVIN 1.0 Same for 3 HW versions 


